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Okay, so the title isn't as clear as it probably can be, but here goes: In the Facebook Messenger app you can press the profile/settings button (top right to right of the latest version) and there's a menu option for Notifications and Sounds. There is an option for Notification Sounds in this spoof that lets you select the sound that will be played when you receive a
new message. This list seems to list built-in sounds with one exception... The default ringtone (the name of the current SMS notificaiton sound) Is basically what I'm looking to do is change the sound of the notification to differ from my SMS message sound. (I actually used to do this running big somehow, but then my phone went to repair and plant reset).
The Facebook app has a similar setting, but allows me to choose from all my custom sounds. That's what I hope. Can I get other sounds that will be available on the list? How can I make it different from SMS notifications? Samsung S7 Edge, Android 6.0.1 I can't find where to change my notification sounds on Facebook on my Galaxy Edge s7 05-28-2017
01:23 PM Like 0 Welcome to Android Central! I'm not sure if you can. Open the Facebook app, tap the Settings menu, and then look for notification options. If you only have the option to turn notifications on or off, without any way of choosing a tone, then you can't change it. 05-28-2017 05:04 HOW 0 Here are the instructions for June 16, 2018: Open the
FacebookClick icon app with three bars in the top right corner of the screen to scroll down and click on Settings Scroll down to Notices and click on Settings Scroll Down to Where You Get Notifications and Then Click on PushlickC. It has a phone icon next to itChust sound you want 06-16-2018 07:16 AM Like 0 Here are the instructions on June 16, 2018:
Open the FacebookClick app icon with three bars in the top right corner of the screenCroll down and click on Settings and Privacy Click on Settings Scroll Down to Notifications and click on Settings Notifications Scroll Down to Where You Get Notices and then click on PushClick on Tone. It has a phone icon next to itChust sound that want not true anymore.
No three points more on the Facebook app. 10-04-2018 03:12 0 0 I went through the instructions before clicking, but it won't go any further. What do I do? Please help 09-06-2019 07:56 AM Like 0 so I followed the instructions, found out where to change the sound, chose the sound I wanted, but I still only ever get the ding sound. not the sound I wanted. 0906-2019 10:42 HOW 0 09-06-2019 01:04 PM Like 0 You can set the sound notification to play whenever you receive an alert through the Facebook app on your Android phone. Use a certain sound that is different from the sounds for email or text messages. This allows you to distinguish between Facebook alerts and other notifications. You can change the
sound of the notification at any time in the app's settings. Maya Walker began writing about the author professionally in 2008. Her articles have appeared on various websites covering technology, personal finance, music and health topics. Walker holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in English from Stephen F. Austin University in Texas. When you hear a ding on
your phone, chances are this new notification for Facebook Messenger, and it can be quite a painful sound depending on how loud the volume set. Fortunately, you're not stuck with this single alert option, so if you're unhappy with both this sound and the ringtone call, you can change it to something else - something less alarming. Catch? You have to be
running Android. If you're an iPhone user, you're stuck with Messenger's default ding sound for notifications and the default Messenger ringtone. However, there are a few tiny adjustments that you can make on iOS and we'll get to those after we lay out the Android side of things. Don't miss: Chat with IG and WhatsApp Friends using Messenger To start, run
Messenger and then click on the profile picture in the top left on any of the main tabs. This will open the Settings menu. Now find and tap Notifications and sounds. Here you will find both Notice Sound and Free Ring ringtone. Click on anyone to open your extended settings. Now, as no two android devices are really unique, no two Messenger accounts will
have the same sound notifications and ringtone menus. That's because Facebook doesn't have custom sound options for you here, other than the default Messenger alert tone and ringtone. Instead, it will fill the menu with the sounds and tunes of your system's notifications. Sounds range from Android device to Android device. Google Pixel models have
different options than Samsung Galaxy which have different options than the OnePlus model to name a few examples. So we can't say for sure what options you'll see Even some apps on your phone may have sounds appearing on a list such as Slack. Galaxy S7 Edge (left) Google Pixel (right) Whatever options you see here, click on each one to hear a
preview that will give you an idea of whether it works for you (you may have to ignore your phone). When you find one that you like, you can leave this page by clicking Good. Now, the next time someone reaches you, when you don't have the Messenger app open, you'll hear something other than the default Messenger. Note that there is also an in-app
setting that only disables the sounds heard when the app is open, such as when someone is sending a new message or when someone is typing. Also, if you go to Notification Management, you can disable the Show notifications, which will disable the alert tones and period ringtones for Messenger. While you can't choose a custom alert or ringtone for
Messenger notifications on iOS, there are a few noises in the app that you can change, namely the sounds and vibrations inside the app. However, their adjustment will not hang on the default Messenger notification or the default Messenger ringtone. For some reason, you're stuck with those, and even iOS's own sound settings won't matter. The best thing
you can do is not to hear these Messenger alerts to disable your iPhone.To turn off the sounds when Messenger is open, tap the profile icon at the top left of any of the main tabs, and then click Notifications. Now click the Notifications button in Messenger and then turn off the switch next to Sounds. You won't receive any more sounds in the app, but you'll
still hear Messenger dings notifications and tunes when not inside the app. You won't hear any sounds if you turn off your iPhone or turn off the notification period for the app. To make the latter, open the Settings app, click Notifications, click Messenger, and then disconnect from The Sounds. However, this will only kill the sound of the notification, not the
ringtone. Hopefully Messenger adds more features to its iOS app in the near future. However, while iOS is not known for customization, you can create your own custom text tones and ringtones for other apps on your iPhone.This article was produced during special gadget Hacks coverage on text messages, instant messages, calls, and audio/video chatting
from your smartphone. Check out the whole series of chats. Don't miss: Make custom text tones for your iPhone using iTunes, keep your connection safe without a monthly bill. Get a lifetime VPN Unlimited subscription for everyone devices with a one-time purchase in the new store Gadget Hacks and watch Hulu or Netflix without regional restrictions. Buy
now (80% off) zgt; cover images and screenshots of Jake Peterson/Gadget Hacks For reasons that are obscure to anyone outside of Facebook, iOS and Android apps make a ton of noise. There's a sound when you update your feed, when when starts typing or when you get a new alert. And frankly, the sounds are annoying. Fortunately, you can turn off the
sounds in the app in seconds. Turn off a screenshot of Jason Cipriani/CNET on an iOS device on iOS, click on the three-line button in the bottom right corner of the app. Then scroll down and click on the retreat labeled Settings and Privacy then select Settings. Scroll through the settings list until you find the Sounds option and tap it. Finally, slide the switch
next to In-App Sound to Off position. Unplug on Android Screenshot by Jason Cipriani / CNET Process on Android device is similar to iOS. Open Facebook and click on the three-lining icon at the top of the screen. Scroll down until you find customization and privacy, select it, and then click on the settings. Next, select Media and Contacts, and then switch the
sounds in the app to off position. Originally published as Photo: 13 February 2015.Update, 15 November 2018: New screenshots and instructions have been added. How to. facebook notification sound android download. facebook notification sound android app. turn off facebook notification sound android. change my facebook notification sound android.
facebook notification sound not working android. how do i change my facebook notification sound on my android. how to change notification sound facebook messenger android. android facebook messenger notification sound
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